
 SIGN BOARD OF APPEALS SPECIAL MEETING 
 MINUTES 
 
 March 8, 2022 
 Delta Township Administration Building 
 Meeting Room A 
 
I CALL TO ORDER: Chairman Arking called the meeting to order at 6:01PM 
 
II PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
 
III ROLL CALL 
 

Members Present: Arking, Cascarilla, McConnell, Hicks, Parr, Frezell and Corrie 
 

Members Absent: Kaltenbach (Excused) 
 

Others Present: Assistant Planning Director David Waligora 
 
IV APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
 There were no changes made to the agenda. 
 
V CITIZEN COMMENTS FOR ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA – None  
 
VI APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 

• Oct 12, 2021 parr by Frezell, All Aye 
• Oct 26, 2021 – Corrie by Hicks, , All Aye 
• Nov 9 2022, - McConnel by Parr, , All Aye 

 
VII CORRESPONDENCE – None 
 
VIII OLD BUSINESS – None 
 
IX NEW BUSINESS – 
  
 S22UBD1, Con 
 

Mr. Waligora introduced the application, stating the applicant is attempting to amend the Delta 
Crossings UBD Master Sign Plan to permit the installation of a single tenant sign located 
southwest of the proposed Consumer Credit Union Building. He reviewed the previously 
approved signs on the Master Sign Plan and described the proposed sign entitled D.4 on the 
submitted documents.  
 
Mr. Waligora describes the site plan and building orientation to the Board. He spoke to 
neighboring Commercial Zoning District and uses. He began reviewing the standards for approval 
of UBD request, stating section 32.44, all standards were able to be met for A, B, and C. 
 
He spoke about Section 32.46, which he found the applicant was not able to meet the standard 
and states the request goes against the stated purpose of a UBD, which is to provide less signage 
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in a development then what would typically be permitted. Additionally, he states the ordinance 
describes its purpose as having flexibility and describes the flexibility of a UBD which permits 
businesses without Saginaw Highway frontage to advertise on Saginaw Highway. 
 
He continues through the staff report noting the other areas where staff believes the applicant 
does not meet standards. When speaking to standard 8, pertaining to visual clutter, Mr. Waligora 
states that though there is no formal definition for visual clutter in the ordinance, he believes this 
request will fall under visual clutter as the proposed sign is too close to the existing Multi-Tenant 
Sign along the same street frontage. He states ultimately it is up to the Sign Board to determine if 
the proposed sign constitutes visual clutter. 
 
Mr. Waligora stated he had heard Consumer’s Credit Union would like an ECM sign to display to 
their customers. He reviewed the standards for ECM signs in the ordinance and informs the Sign 
Board that the business is permitted an ECM sign on their wall by right. He states he has provided 
estimates for each wall on the submitted site plan in the staff report. 
 
He speaks to Section 32.47 and reminds the Board that they have the power to disagree with 
staff’s findings and recommendations and it is up to the Sign Board to come to their own 
determinations. 
 
Mr. Waligora reviewed the proposed sign stating its height and area are too large, exceeding both 
the maximum permitted height and area in a UBD for a ground sign. He stated on the submitted 
plan, the applicant identifies the proposed sign as a pole sign. He stated this is an error, and that 
it is a ground sign, pointing out that only ground signs are permitted ECM. 
 
He stated he is recommending to the Sign Board of Appeals that the amendment be denied, 
because the sign is too large to meet ordinance standards, and the applicant has failed to prove 
any reason the Sign Board should go against the stated intent of a UBD, which is less overall 
signage. 
 
Mr. Cascarilla has joined the meeting at 6:09 PM. 
 
Mr. McConnel stated his belief that the approval of the BJ’s sign is a completely different 
circumstance, due to the location of the BJ’s building and its distance from both Marketplace and 
Saginaw Highway. Mr. McConnel asked if the proposed sign was able to meet dimensional 
standards, if that would make a difference in its acceptability? 
 
Mr. Waligora answered that if the Sign Board felt the location could meet all the standards, a 
small sign would be approvable, however, he stated the size of the sign is not the only issue 
stated in the staff report. 
 
Mr. Hicks asked if the applicant could have any sign at that location by right? Mr. Waligora stated 
only signs approved on the Sign Master Plan are permitted. 
 
Ms. Parr asked how many signs they can have on the building? Mr. Waligora answered 3, 2 large 
and one small, all of which could contain an ECM board. 
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Motion by Cascarilla, support by Parr to open public hearing. 
 
Steve VanderSloot 5757 E, Cork St., Kalamazoo, MI 49048 – Mr. VanderSloot stated he has 
working with Consumers Credit Union for over 20 years. He apologized for not providing a 
narrative with the application, and stated he was following the developer’s lead on the 
application. He stated he did not think to supplement the application with any of the reasoning 
behind the request. He stated Consumer’s Credit Union’s intent seemed obvious to him because 
this project was started with Bosch Architecture in the Summer of 2020, and by the end of the 
year they had a letter of intent to K2 Development.  
 
On February 21, 2021, Consumer’s Energy brings Mr. VanderSloot onto the project, what he 
would consider a little bit too late in the project’s development. At that time, Mr. VanderSloot 
stated he reached out to Mr. Waligora to discuss what was permitted for sign allowances on the 
site, to avoid instances where they are searching for sign approvals that aren’t already in place.  
 
He stated he believes at that time only the first Master Site Plan for Delta Crossings Phase 1 was 
approved. He stated through the summer of 2021, the deal closed for the property. He stated 
that though the desire for the proposed ground sign was there initially, it did not get included in 
the previous UBD Amendment by the Developer. He stated that in January of 2022, he asked K2 
what was approved and stated that at that time they told him the Consumer’s Credit Union sign 
was not included in the last Delta Crossings amendment. He stated he wanted the board to 
understand that the desire for Consumer’s Credit Union to have a freestanding sign has been 
there from the inception of the project, he stated that Mr. Waligora knew the desire was there, 
he stated that K2 knew the desire was there, but that it never happened. He stated he apologizes 
and that he should have been pushing his customer harder during the initial groundwork of the 
project. 
 
Mr. VanderSloot stated that besides the Gaines Township, Cascade Township, and downtown 
Kalamazoo locations, every Consumer’s Credit Union has a freestanding sign with an EMD. He 
stated all the signs are well made and the images well produced by their Consumer’s marketing 
team. He stated it is a strong intent they have them at all of their locations. He posed will there 
be locations they don’t have them from time to time—probably, at some point, depending on 
how bad they want to be at a specific location, but it is always their desire.  
 
 
He stated Consumer’s Credit Union was not told they couldn’t have a ground sign and that it 
wasn’t expressed to them by K2. To put it into perspective, it was surprising and shocking for 
them to uncover. 
 
He spoke to the character of the site, stating their wall signs are conservative in size. He stated 
they seek to be aesthetically pleasing with a consistent look from location to location is 
appearance and size. He stated Consumer’s preference to communicate to people with an EMD is 
with a free-standing sign. He stated it is his opinion freestanding EMD signs do the best job and 
offer the best proportions for everyone viewing them. 
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He referenced the staff report’s mention of visual clutter, noting Mr. Waligora states he 
recognized the need and desire for a freestanding sign, but it ultimately provides more clutter. 
Mr. VanderSloot describes his opinion of visual clutter, and how he believes 2 wall signs and one 
ground sign would be less clutter than 2 wall signs with EMD.  
 
He stated that the multitenant sign is the definition of visual clutter. He stated he believes the 
ground sign is more important for Consumer’s to display their message because of the size of the 
business complex sign. He stated that Consumer’s Credit Union prefers to not be on multitenant 
signs at all, because of their ineffectiveness and visual clutter. 
 
He stated the multi-tenant sign, which was approved for BJ’s, Olive Garden, Consumers, and At 
Home was done without any consult to Consumer’s or its consultants. He stated it took part prior 
to the closing on November 1, 2021 and stated you would have thought there would have been 
some communication between Consumers and the developer, but there wasn’t. 
 
Mr. Arking asks if the signs in Cascade and Gaines Township have free standing signs. Mr. 
VanderSloot states they do not. He stated that Gaines is a tight sight with a large clear vision 
ROW, and it does not serve his client well. He stated the signs are low profile monument signs, 
describes it as tight and cluttered, and not a desirable development. He stated that the have wall 
signs without an LED display.  
 
Mr. Arking asks Mr. VanderSloot if his client is aware of their wall sign rights on the Delta site. Mr. 
VanderSloot answers yes. He speaks to the Cascade Township site, and notes that Meijer real 
estate restricts its outlet tenants in many ways, signage being one of those. He stated the CEO of 
Consumer’s Credit Union regrets not pushing harder for signage, and that a multitenant sign 
exists on site, and explains it has similar circumstances to Delta, “many tenants, busy intersection, 
hard to read, not much value”.  
 
He informs the Sign Board that when Consumer’s Credit Union goes into developing sites it 
spends the “long dollar” to buy property. Mr. Waligora states the property is a site condominium. 
He states that Sign Boards should not make decisions based on financial gain of the applicants, 
but the idea is to follow the intent or spirit of the ordinance,  
 
Mr. VanderSloot states it is a tough deal to walk into a site like that, go through the development 
phase, adjust the site plan and accommodate the multitenant development sign, to meet all the 
site requirements, than not have the opportunity to have your own freestanding sign.  He states a 
lot of work was done in the planning phase to accommodate all parties, the developer, the 
multitenant sign, and Township building requirements for setback and drive-thru. They did all 
those things, they were forthright about this from the beginning, about the desire and the intent 
to do that, so it shouldn’t be a big surprise to anybody that someone would want a freestanding 
ECM sign.  
 
Speaking specifically to the height of the sign, he stated they were asked by the developer to 
include the 5-foot masonry base to be consistent with the rest of the development signs. He 
stated that if the base was not there, he would not have any issue designing a sign which would 
fit the maximum size. He stated that signs like this are built around the ECM portion and the logo 
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and adjust as needed. He stated that he could make it work at 11 or 12 feet if he had to keep the 
Delta Crossings base but could make 8 feet work without the base. 
 
He stated when he first looked at the site, he did not check beyond what was allowed in the 
straight sign code and stated the delta crossings logo is being counted as sign logo. He stated it is 
a challenge to come in at the end of the game to receive approval for something that was shown 
to township staff, who understood the desire and intent, shown to the developer, who supported 
it in conversation, but not in written form. 
 
Mr. Arking noted that it is the responsibility of the developer to communicate that down to its 
leases. Mr. VanderSloot stated it is a lot of moving parts, and over the last two years he has 
attempted to keep up on it by reading the notes, and looked at the drawings, between the 
multiple boards, it is difficult to stay up on top of things because the area is in motion constantly.  
 
He stated they are not asking to do anything that is side stepping the code or not in the spirit of 
the code, that they are just trying to work with what’s traditional and successful for Consumer’s 
Credit Union, and this sign is part of that. He stated he could propose wall signs with large EMC’s 
on them but felt that the digital display would be far more cluttery and would look stupid. Mr. 
Arking states he wish clutter was more well defined in the ordinance; Mr. VanderSloot stated that 
he often hears some people who think all signs are clutter or ugly. Mr. Arking stated that there is 
nothing preventing the Delta Crossings Developer from amending the existing multitenant sign to 
place a spot for Consumer’s Credit Union if they also chose. 
 
Mr. Waligora responded to Mr. VanderSloot’s testimony reading an e-mail from April 21, 2021, 
which was prior to the initial submission to Consumer’s Credit Union Site Plan, stating he 
conversed with Bosch Architecture who designed the site plan, about the UBD process to amend 
the site plan, that the Consumer’s ground sign would not be outright permitted on the site plan, 
to the extent the location of the proposed sign was removed completely from the approved site 
plan. Mr. VanderSloot stated that per Nick Lochs, he was asked by Township staff to take it off. 
Mr. Waligora explained that the sign ordinance is outside the Zoning Ordinance and a site plan’s 
approval has nothing to do with approving a sign in a UBD development. He stated he made the 
UBD process clear in April of 2021 that the single ground sign would not be approved. Mr. 
VanderSloot agreed, stating that unfortunately the next UBD amendment happened in July of 
2021, and the sign wasn’t included in it.  
 
Mr. Waligora stated it is not the responsibility of the Township to verify a submitted plan in that 
regard, beyond adherence to applicable ordinance requirements. Mr. VanderSloot agreed, but 
stated the intent was shown initially to staff, and then staff said it is not part of the site plan 
process, it must go to the sign board, and unfortunately that person did not put an asterisk next 
to it. He reaffirmed that this why we are here today, and the sign may have been received 
differently if it was done part of an earlier amendment.  
 
Mr. Hicks asked about his comment regarding the asterisk. He asked who should have done that? 
Mr. VanderSloot unfortunately stated the person at Bosch that was communicating with David 
should have done it and said that they should have gone back to Consumer’s and informed them. 
Ultimately, he wishes this sign would have been included in the July 2021 UBD Amendment 
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because he believes the request would have been looked at differently in that context, and 
reinforced to the SBA the sign has always been Consumer’s intention and is something that is 
very important to Consumer’s. 
 
He mentioned that often in many deals if something like this happened the deal would not go 
through. Mr. Hicks stated that he has heard a lot about intent, but where the rubber meets the 
road, it wasn’t on the plan that was submitted and approved.  
 
He stated the idea of Delta Township knowing that’s what Consumer’s wanted, but you failed to 
tell us we forgot to put it on the application, or Bosch dropped the ball and didn’t tell us it was 
removed is irrelevant.  
 
Mr. Hicks stated that as someone who does this for a living, the due diligence on the acquisition, 
it is apparent the right hand and the left hand weren’t communicating. If I’m hearing you 
correctly, you’re saying that this sign was so important to Consumers that they would not have 
acquired the property it otherwise?  
 
Mr. VanderSloot stated he didn’t say that, but that it does becomes a factor in the final decision. 
He noted Consumers wants to be in Delta Township, there’s not a question, and it might have 
changed things a bit on how they were so helpful on the site plan development, to help make 
that corner accessible for the multitenant sign.  
 
Mr. Hicks stated he recognizes the irony about the multitenant sign, he just wanted to make the 
record clear that Mr. VanderSloot is not suggesting it was the Township’s obligation to make sure 
the plan was correct as submitted. Mr. VanderSloot stated no that was not his intent, what he 
was trying to express was that it should not have come to a surprise to anybody in the Township, 
K2, or Bosch that the sign was desired. He stated that unfortunately there was some mixed 
signals, or some things which didn’t happen in UBD Amendments 1 or 2.  
 
He posed to the Sign Board “is a business owner having their own ground sign creating more 
clutter or is it more clutter to have two large ECMs on walls vs a 35 sq ft ground sign more 
clutter?  
 
Mr. Arking asked if there were any wall signs existing on the building. Mr. Waligora stated the 
building is not yet constructed. Mr. VanderSloot confirmed with Mr. Waligora that the total 
allowance of wall sign is approximately 220 sq feet on the building and asked how that is not 
considered cluttered?  
 
Mr. Waligora stated he disagreed with Mr. VanderSloot’s notion that wall signs are clutter. He 
stated in his opinion, the building, and elements on the building, like wall signs, are not site 
clutter, but it is the elements outside of the building along the Saginaw Highway Corridor. He 
stated the corridor is full of signs already, stating the Township updated their sign ordinance in 
2015 to try to bring commercial areas like Delta Crossings to have a more unified and controlled 
visual aesthetic. 
 
Mr. Arking stated he agrees with Mr. Waligora’s interpretation, and wall signs are exempt from 
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the clutter focus. Ms. Parr notes that the Consumer’s Building is on an angle, which makes the 
wall very visible to traffic on Saginaw Highway, and she doesn’t believe the business will have 
difficulty with identification. Ms. Parr stated that the developer has established many of the initial 
guidelines and was unsure why Consumer’s wouldn’t have been aware of it.  
 
Mr. VanderSloot stated that sometimes things are conveniently forgot or missed, stating that K2 
is very busy with the multiple phases of Delta Crossings. He stated he did not know if the intent 
was on purpose or not, but to him if you’re looking at signage, to say that freestanding sign 
creates clutter, and to ignore what the wall signs technically could be, doesn’t seem like a 
complete picture of what you want the visual aspects of your community to be. 
 
Mrs. Cascarillas stated she appreciates the position Mr. VanderSloot is in, and she appreciates the 
history of the situation, but she wanted to be specific that a lot of the missteps which happened 
were between the developer and Consumer’s Credit union, and not the responsibility or fault of 
the Township.  
 
She stated she appreciates Mr. VanderSloot sharing the intent, but just because Consumer’s 
Credit Union has the intentions to do something, the Sign Board has a decision to make based on 
what the ordinance is. And if the intent conflicts with ordinance, even though the intent existed a 
year or two ago, it doesn’t change the conflict. She states she appreciates his testimony and 
understands the situation he is in but wanted it to be clear that we must look at this and if it 
would set a negative precedent. 
 
 
Mr. Hicks reminded the board that clutter is not the lynch pin in this case, it is but one of eight 
issues with the request. He stated we could define what clutter is all night, but looking at a 
complete review of the application, there other things to consider like orientation of the building, 
Saginaw Highway frontage, and proximity to other signage.  
 
Ross Gallentine, K2 Development, 3300 Telegraph Road, Bingham Farms, MI, stated that some 
things Mr. VanderSloot said he disagrees with, however K2 does support the amendment 
application. He stated it was his decision to add the five-foot masonry base to the height, but will 
accept the sign without it if it will help. His attempt was to unify all the signage on the site with 
the brick base. He stated K2 did not do anything on purpose to keep Consumer’s Credit Union 
from having this sign, and that there was miscommunication from both sides. He stated 
everything was talked about and they proposed a different solution, but there again was 
miscommunication. He stated he believes it was far enough away from the multi-tenant sign that 
exists today, and that K2 does support the sign. 
 
Mr. Arking asked if it was a lit sign. Mr. VanderSloot stated the consumers logo is lit sign as well as 
the LED display. He stated that modern LED signs are easily adjustable for brightness and should 
not be a hindrance or eyesore. He stated that Consumer’s does nothing but first-class 
construction and the sign will look phenomenal.  
 
Mr. Corrie asks staff if the suggestion which was made by K2 about removing the base would that 
be acceptable? Staff said that would help make the sign conform to size standards, however the 
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other issues still exist with the request. Mr. VanderSloot stated he would come back at the next 
meeting to have an alternative concept. Mr. Waligora stated that if the SBA was able to 
determine the request met all other requirements, they could make a motion with a stipulation 
the sign is altered to meet the requirements of the Sign Ordinance and staff could then approve 
the resubmittal administratively. 
 
Mrs. Parr stated she is concerned that this request could set a negative precedent for every other 
UBD development in the future, since the applicant is not able to meet all the standards. 
 
Mr. Hicks moved to close the public hearing, support by Ms. Parr. 
 
All vote Aye on the motion, public hearing is closed. 
 
Mr. Arking asks for a point of action. 
 
Mr. McConnell makes a motion to deny as recommended by staff, for the stated 2 reasons in the 
staff report, supported by Ms. Parr. Application number 
 
Mr. Hicks began discussion regarding the stated history and the applicant’s testimony. He 
reiterates the developer had no malice intent to do anything wrong, but it doesn’t make sense to 
have a tenant come that is upset, and stated it is the example of a perfect storm. He stated he 
understands the concern for Consumer’s Credit Union to have uniformity in their building and 
site design. However, each individual community is going to have their own regulations in terms 
of signage. He stated that Delta has a portion of our ordinance which speaks to the issue in size 
and uniformity is not be used as a criterion, siting the previous issue with the Crippen Mazda 
dealership. He stated he felt bad the applicant is in the position he is in and commended him on 
his ability to advocate for his client, but it is a situation that is very unfortunate, and he will be 
voting to support the motion. 
 
Ms. Frezell, asked if it is possible for the applicant to come back with another amendment. Mr. 
Waligora stated yes, the process isn’t like a variance, however he believes this action will set a 
precedent since the reasoning for the determination is clear. He stated he was uncertain if 
another sign in this location would be approvable based on the Sign Board’s action and 
statements made tonight. 
 

MOTION BY MCCONNEL, SECONDED BY PARR, THAT THE SIGN BOARD OF APPEALS DENY THE DELTA 
Crossings UBD AMENDMENT 3 FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: 
 

1. Sign D.4 does not meet the minimum standards for a UBD ground sign in both display area and 
height.  
 

2. The stated purpose of a UBD is to reduce the amount of total signage within the UBD; the 
applicant has not shown any need to be permitted additional signage to infringe upon that 
purpose. 

  
XII ADJOURNMENT 
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MOTION BY ARKING, SECONDED BY PARR, THAT THE MEETING BE ADJOURNED.  VOICE VOTE.  
CARRIED 7-0. 

 
Chairperson Arking adjourned the meeting at 7:48 p.m. 
 

 
 

DELTA CHARTER TOWNSHIP 
 
 
 
Mary Clark, Secretary to the Sign Board of Appeals 
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